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ABSTRACT.   Let  <?(M)  be the bounded continuous functions on a top-

ological space M.   "Almost linear" operators (and functionals) on  C(M)

are defined.  Almost linearity does not imply linearity in general.  How-

ever, it is shown that if M = [O, l]  then any almost linear operator (or

functional) must be linear.  Specifically, if (a)  ||/|| -» 0  implies   T(f) -» 0,

(b)  T(f + g) = T(f) + T(g) whenever fg = 0, (c)  T(f + g) = T(f) + T(g)
whenever  g  is constant, and M — [O, l], then  T  is linear.  An application

is given to convergence of measures.

1.  Introduction.  A real-valued continuous function on the unit square

can be thought of as a surface in three-dimensional space.  Each continuous

function is mapped to another continuous function by the following operation:

Pour water over the surface until any hollows are filled and water begins to

run off.  Turn the resulting surface over and repeat the pouring, and then

turn the new surface back to its original position.  We will show in another

paper how to put this description into mathematical terms.  The resulting

operator T on continuous functions satisfies the following conditions:

(i) imi < i,
(ii) T(f + g) = T(f) + T(g) provided that fg = 0,

(iii) T(af + ß) = aT(f) + ß, tot a, ß teal numbers.  T is also monotone

and continuous. Nonetheless  T is not linear.

For any topological space M, we call operators (or functionals) on C(M)

which satisfy (i), (ii) and (iii) almost linear. It is our principal aim in this

paper to show that almost linear operators (or functionals) on C(M) must in

fact be linear if M = [0, l]. The operator result follows from the functional

result by composing the operator T with evaluation at a fixed but arbitrary

point.

We in fact prove a little more since we show that (iii) may be replaced

by the weaker condition
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(iii)'   T(f + ß)= T(f) + ß.
In §4 we give an application of this stronger formulation to convergence of

measures.

We also weaken  (i)  to   (i)    limii .ii0$(/) = 0.

Several authors have considered properties and representations of

functionals and operators which have some of the characteristics of linear-

ity but which may not in fact be linear.  For example in [l]—[5] classes of

functionals  T ate considered which are such that if we define, for each

h £ C(M) functional  T    by setting Th(f) = T(f + h) - Tib), T,   satisfies

(ii). In particular, T(f) = ff    is such a functional.  This functional does not,

of course, satisfy (iii).  We reserve the term almost linear for those operators

or functionals which satisfy (i), (ii), and (iii), and it is those operators and

functionals which are shown to be linear if M = [0, l].  The method of proof

we use of course breaks down if the space has dimension greater than one.

Lemmas 1 and 2 can be extended but Lemma 3 and its consequences fail.

2.   Preliminaries.  Let  R  be the real numbers.  For any topological space

M, let C-(M) be the set of bounded continuous functions /: M —> R.  Let

C-0(M) be the set of functions in  C(M) with compact support.  For any / in

C(M), let  11/11 = sup |/(x)|, taken over all x in M.  We wish to prove:

Theorem 1.  Let $: c([0, l])—>R be a functional such that:

(2.1) lim||/H$(/) = 0,

(2.2) $(/ + g) = $(/) + $ig) whenever fg = 0, and

(2.3) <£(/ + g) = $(/) + ®ig) whenever g  is a constant.   Then <ï>  is

linear.

It is easy to see that (2.1) and (2.3) imply that $(ae) = a$(t?) for every

a in R, where e = 1  on [0, l]. It is also easy to check that (2.2) and (2.3)

can be replaced by the single condition:

(2.4) $(/ + g) = $(/) + <£(g) whenever g  is constant on the support of f.

If (2.1) is replaced by the stronger condition:

(2.5) lim||/_g||^0<D(/) = (D(g),

then it is easy to show that (2.2) can be replaced by the weaker condition:

(2.6) $(/ + g) = $(/) + 3>(g) whenever f and g have disjoint closed

supports.

In §3 we will actually prove the following theorem:

Theorem 2.  Lei $: £-0(R) ~~*R  be a functional satisfying (2.1) and (2.4).

Then $  is linear.
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Any functional $ on C([0, l]) which satisfies (2.1) and (2.4) obviously

induces a functional on  (-0(R)  with the same properties, so Theorem 2 im-

plies Theorem 1.

Before proceeding with the proof of Theorem 2, we will justify the re-

mark made earlier, that condition (iii) of §1 may be replaced by (iii)'.  Let

M  be any topological space.  Let  $ be a functional on C(/M) that satisfies

either (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) or (2.5), (2.6) and (2.3).

Theorem 3. $(a/) = a$(/) for any f in C(M), a  in R,

Proof.  Fix / in  C(/M).  Let f(M)  be contained in the finite interval

[a, b].  Define Y on C([a, b]) by T(h) = <¡>(h of).  Then T satisfies the

conditions of Theorem 1 and is accordingly linear.  In particular Tiak) =

aT(h) where h(x) = x for all x in la, b].  That is, <S>(af) = a$(/).

The corresponding result for operators follows by considering point

evaluation again.

3. Proof of Theorem 2.

Definition 1.  For each r > 0, let cfi(r) = sup |í>(/)|, taken over all / in

e0(R)  with   II/! < r.

By (2.1), lim    Q<fi(r) = 0.  In particular cfi(r) is finite for sufficiently

small r.

Lemma 1.  cfi(r) is finite for all r.

Proof. Fix r.  Let / be in (?n(R) with  ||/|| < r.

Let /+ = /V0 and f~ = /A0. Then $(/) = $(/+) + $(f).

Choose g  in CQ(R)  such that 0 < g <Vi \\f\ and such that g = Vi ||/+||

on the support of / .   Then $(/   - g) = $(/  ) + $(- g), so

Wf)\ < \®if+ - g)\ + \$i- g)\ < 2cfiir/2).

Similarly  |$(T)| < 2</>(r/2). Thus   |$(/)| < Acfi(r/2). Hence cfi(r) .<

A<fi(r/2).   Hence   cfiir) <4"<pir/2n).  For large  n, cfi(r/2n)   is already known

to be finite, so Lemma 1 is proved.

Lemma 2.  Let f    be a uniformly bounded sequence in C  (R).  Each of

the following statements implies that $(/ )—>0  as n—>°o:

(3.1) The f    have mutually disjoint supports.

(3.2) For any compact set E, all but finitely many f    vanish on E.

Proof.  Suppose  ||/J < r for all 72.  Let (3.1) hold. Let An = \k\k = 1,

.. ., 72, $(/fe) > 0|. Let Bn m {I,...,«} - An.   Then
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ft-1 H\ keBn \keAn    J \çeBft    J

Hence  2~=1|$(/fc)| <•«>, so  4>(/B) — 0  as 72—00.

Now suppose (3.2) holds.  Let  g,   be any subsequence of / .   We can

choose a subsequence  77. from g,   such that the  h. have mutually disjoint

supports.  By what has already been proved, <¡)(h.)—>0  as  z—» 00.   Since g,

was arbitrary, we must have $(/ ) —> 0  as 72 —>°o.   This completes the proof

of Lemma 2.

Lemma 3.  Let f    and g     be uniformly bounded sequences in (-n(R)

such that for any compact set E, f   — g    vanishes on E for all but finitely

many n.   Then $(/ ) - $(g ) —> 0 as n —»00.

Proof.  To prove that a sequence of numbers converges to zero, it is

enough to show that every subsequence contains another subsequence that

converges to zero.  Thus, by choosing subsequences and relabelling, we

may assume that /   = g     on  [- 72, 72] for all 72.

Let h   = /    on (-00, O], h   = g    on [0, 00). Let p   = 1  on (-00, n),
72      ' 72 '    n n ' r n

p    =0 otherwise.  Let  a    = 1  on  (tz, 00)   q    =0  otherwise.  Let  zz    be any
r72 J72 *fl 72 '

bounded sequence in (-0(R)  such that  u   - f (n) on the union of the sup-

ports of /    and g .   Then:

$(/   - u ) = $(/) + $(- u  ),     and     $(/>   - u  ) = <¡>(h  ) + $(- zz  ).
't272'72 n n n n n

Also

$(/    - u   ) = 0(75   (/    - u   )) + <l>(q   (f    -u   ))
' 72 72 't2'72 72 72'72 72

and

$(h   - u ) = 0(i> (h   - u )) + <biq ih   - u )).
^Kn n en     n n 'n     n n

But p if   - u ) - p (h   - u ). We get
rn'n n        rn     n n °

$(/ ) - *(ü> ) = $(? (/   -u ))- <D(z7 (h   - u )).
V/j 72 7277 72 7272 72

By Lemma 2, $(/ ) - $(/>  )—>0 as 72 —. 00.  In the same way ®(hn) -

$(g ) —» 0 as 72 —>oo, so Lemma 3 is proved.

Let a and b be extended real numbers, — 00 < a < b < 00.   For any func-

tion / in C((zï, b)) we can choose a uniformly bounded sequence /    in

C„(R) such that each /    has compact support in (a, b) and such that for

any compact set F in (a, b), f - f vanishes on E for all but finitely many
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72. It follows easily from Lemma 3 that $(/ ) converges to a limit, and that

this limit is independent of the choice of the sequence / . Define the func-

tional <£>.    ,.   on C((a, b)) by

(3.3) $(a.è)(/)=   "**(/>
72-»00

For r > 0 let

where the suprema are taken over all / in  (-((a, b)) with   ||/|| < r.  Clearly

(3.5) ¿(a.*)<¿-

Also, for any  c, a < c <b, we see easily that

(3-6) <z,c) + *£.*>< K,by     ^a,c)+^c,b)<<riatby

As noted earlier, Lemma 3 and the resulting extension of <£ do not

hold in higher dimensions.  It appears that the best that can be done is to

extend $ to all continuous functions defined on the compact closure of an

open subset  E, which are constant on each component of the boundary of

E.

Lemma 4.  $,    ,.  satisfies conditions (2.1) and (2.4).

Proof.  (2.1) follows from (3.5).  Let / and g  be in C((a, b)) with g

constant on the support of /.   We can choose a uniformly bounded sequence

/    in CQ(R) such that each /    has compact support contained in (a, b) C\

(support /), and such that for any compact set  E  in (a, b), f —f vanishes on

E for all but finitely many 72.  We can choose a uniformly bounded sequence

g    in C0(R)  such that each g    has compact support in (a, b), such that

for any compact set  E  in (a, b), g    —g vanishes on  E  for all but finitely

many 72, and such that g    = g on support / .   Then $(/   + g  ) = $(/ ) +

dXgJ by (2.4), <ï(/„)^(a;è)(/), <*(£„)-V&)(S)> and" $</„ + g„) -
®i    b)if + z?) by definition. This proves Lemma 4.

Suppose - oo < a < c < b < <».  Define F: C((zz, b)) —»R by

(3.7)     fío = *(->i)v) - K^hu^-KJfhc,^
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Lemma 5.  F is linear.

Proof.  F  clearly satisfies conditions (2.1) and (2.4), by Lemma 4.

Let e be the function which is 1 on (a, b).  Then F(f) = F(f - f(c)e) +

F(f(c)e).   Thus it is enough to show that F(f — f(c)e) = 0, or in other words

that  F(/) = 0  whenever /(c) = 0.  If f(c) = 0, let / = g + h, where g = 0  on

[c, b) and h = 0 on  (a, c],   F(f) = F(g) + F(h).  Hence it is enough to show

that F(g) = 0  whenever g = 0  on  [c, b).   That is, to show  $.    ,.(g) =

®i      Xg\,      •>)• Since Fig) = F(g V0) + F(g A0) we may assume g > 0.

Choose a uniformly bounded sequence g    in C.(R)  such that each

g    has compact support in (a, c], such that for any compact set E in (a, b),

g   —g vanishes on  E  for all but finitely many 72, and such that g   > 0

for all 72.   Let h     be a sequence in  C  (R), such that each  h     has compact

support in (cz, c), ||/>   || < l/n, and h    - g    A (1/n) on the union of support

(gB-gnA(l/«)) and  [zz + (I/72), c - (I/72)].    Clearly   ®{a¡b)ig) =

lim       $(e  ), by definition.

Since g    - g   A(l/n) + h    = g     on  la + (l/n), c - (l/n)], also

®<„    k\t      v)=lim$(g   -g    A(l/«) + A),
(a ,C )^" ' (fl ,C ) ^^ ^72 ö72 72

by definition.  But h^ = g^ A(l/«) = i/n on support (g   - g   A(l/n)).  Thus

*<«» - «72 A {l/n) + hn) = ^n - S„ A (1/w)) + *(*„>>

and

*(«„)-*(« -g   A (1/72)) + <D(g   A (1/72)).

Since  $(/7n)—»0  and  $(gn A(1/t2))—0  as  72—00 by (2.1), we have

®(a,b)& = ^(a.cfeka.c?' and Lemma 5 is proved.

Lemma 6.  Lez / and g be in C((a, b)) with  |/(x) -/(y)| < e and

\gix) - giy)\ < e for all x and y  in (a, b).   Then

^(a,blf + s)-^(a,b)if)-^{aMig)\<3(fi{a>b)(2e).

Proof.   Choose  c  in (a, b). Let  e = 1  on (a, b).  Then

K.bif + *> - ®(a,bin - *(Bf6)(g) = *(i)M(/ + g - /(c)e - g(c)e)

- *<*.*#- ^(c)e) - *(*,bf& - S(c)e>-

Lemma 6 follows from the definition of cfi,    ,..

Lemma 7.  $ z's additive.
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Proof.  Let / and g  be in  C  (R).  Let e > 0  be given.  Choose  a0, •••,

a    such that - oo = a. < a, .<• • • < a   =00, and such that  |/(x) - /(y)| < e,

|g(x) - g(y)| < f, for all x  and y  in  (a ., a. + x), i = 0, . . . , 72 - 1.

Define  G on C0(R)  by

72-1

(3 8)      G(h)=Z   ^iai,ai+l)ih\(a   a       ),    fot every  b in  C (R).
7=0 ''     *+!

It follows from Lemma 5 that $ - G  is linear. Hence

$(/ + g) _ $(/) _ cD(g) = G(/ + g) _ G(/) _ G(g).

By Lemma 6,

72-1

!$(/ + £)_$(/)_a>(g)|< £ 30.   a    ,(2£)
7=0 «'    Z+l

<3t«pt-«.o.)^) + ^T-«..~)(2f)] by(3-6)

^^(-oo.o./2^^6^2^     by (3.5).

This proves Lemma 7.

The proof of Theorem 2 is now immediate, since Lemma 7 enables us

to deduce (2.5) (continuity everywhere) from (2.1) (continuity at the origin).

Continuity plus additivity then gives linearity, in the usual way.

4.  Weak convergence of measures.  As an application of Theorem 3, we

prove

Theorem 4.  Let M  be a topological space.   Let p    be a sequence of

signed Borel measures on M, such that:

(4.1) ||p  ||   is uniformly bounded,

(4.2) lim  sup^J" (/ + g)dpn = lim sup^ Jfdpn + lim sup^ fgdpn,

for all f and g  in C(M) with disjoint closed support,

(4.3) lim _>oo/i  (M)  exists.   Then  lim^90o ffdp.     exists for all f in C(/Vf.

Proof.  Define the functional  $ on C(M)  by  <£(/) = lim sup ffdp  .  It is

easy to see that $  satisfies (2.5), (2.6) and (2.3).  Hence  $(/) = - <$(-/)

for every /, by Theorem 3.  But - $(—/) = lim inf Jf dp , so Theorem 4 is

proved.
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